ACTIVITY #2
Instructions for Glove Sizing

Preparation

Before class, get three pairs of gloves – small ones, average ones, large ones. Notice the size of your students’ hands. Choose three students – one with large hands, one with tiny hands, and one with average hands. Ask the students if they will be willing to participate in an activity.

Tell Students

“We are going to do a fun demonstration. I have asked a few students to assist me with this activity.”

Explanation of Activity

Ask the three students to come to the front of the room. Have the remaining students observe the demonstrations. First, have the student with large hands put on small gloves. Second, have the student with tiny hands put on large gloves. Third, have an average student put on the right size of gloves.

Wrap-up

Ask students to explain about the importance of choosing the correct size of gloves when caring for residents. Proceed to Activity # 3 Gloves, Gloves, Gloves.